This set records the papers + proceedings discussed at the 2018 Session (Session 47).

**SC A1 ROTATING ELECTRICAL MACHINES**
SC A2 POWER TRANSFORMERS AND REACTORS
SC A3 TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT
SC B1 INSULATED CABLES
SC B5 PROTECTION AND AUTOMATION
User Experience and Practice with IEC61850

IEC Experience Process Design, Operational Development Practice Laboratorial
FITNESS Numerical Experience Functional Implementation Efficient Detection Upgrade's Application EDP

A 30 Indian System Development A

Innovative Power Tool study Years

61850 Distribuition of Concept, Feedback Testing and Implementation, Linking System

of...
SC C2 POWER SYSTEM OPERATION AND CONTROL
SC C4 POWER SYSTEM TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE
The Computational Developments Need to Change and Advances in Tools, and Modeling and Lightning Analysis Increase Performance in Distributed Systems.
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SC C5 ELECTRICITY MARKETS AND REGULATION
SC D2 INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TELECOMMUNICATION